Care-free Zone with STARON ®
We’d like to introduce our most recent award-winning concepts in reddot’s material design solution category.

WINNER
Design Value
- A face-to-face meeting space solution suitable for the COVID-19 era
- Staron’s antibacterial properties help suppress bacterial growth and
relieve people’s hygiene and infection-related anxieties

Material
- evermoin® staron®

Q : Recently, there are so many COVID-19 Campaign.
What we’re doing get through the COVID-19 as a Construction Material Company ?
A : Not make difference. Social Distancing.

Make Partition Design
Based on 2m Distance layout

Since the spread of the coronavirus across the world, people are reluctant to use the meeting space
they have to share with others. This is a new space solution to provide a safe face-to-face meeting experience
in line with the changes required during what is called “With COVID-19” era.

Care-free Zone with STARON ®
Concept : The application of antibacterial material, Solid surface and Transparent PC
, helps suppress bacterial growth and relieve high anxiety about infections
Material : EVERMOIN STARON + EVERMOIN Transparent PC (anti-viral plastic)

Care-free Zone with STARON ®
The individual space created through a transparent window is suitable for safe meetings in essential face-to-face situations as it keeps the 2-meter space between
conference organizers and participants.

Furthermore, organizers and participants should enter the meeting space through entrances set up on the opposite sides of the room so that people can avoid
contacting each other while moving in and out of the room. This is designed to block the spread of potential bacteria in a proactive way.

Meeting room reflecting 2m social distancing

Different entrances between organizers and
attendees to prevent mutual contact

The modular structure and the diversity of available materials for

the customized meeting spaces are ideal for many companies and

public places which need to

set up new meeting spaces for the COVID-19 era.
As the solution can be installed in a way that meets the diverse requirements in terms of size and appearance for different purposes, it can be adopted in a speedy fashion.

Care-free Zone with STARON ®
The meeting space we propose has a unique modular structure that can be customized in various forms, reflecting a variety of conditions such as the size of the place
to be installed, the number of meeting rooms and the surrounding interior.
In the core position stands a specially designed table with the sneeze guard made in transparent polycarbonate (PC) that effectively separates the space.
The options of meeting space also include items made in a solid surface material such as chairs, additional tables, and interior and exterior wall partitions.
As the space is based on modules, it is possible to set up not only one-to-one meeting space but also the spaces for multi-party face-to-face meetings, including those
for two-person or four-person groups facing each other.

Care-free Zone with STARON ®
Users can pick and choose various colors and patterns of solid surface material that will be applied to the meeting space, such as veined pattern, terrazzo pattern and
other colored patterns that are suitable for the interior of the existing space such as the lobby or cafeteria of the building where the meeting space will be set up.

Ultra Bright (MU010)

Dawn(VD126)

Ultra Bright (MU010)

Terrazzo Venezia(NT150)

Ultra Bright (MU010)

Pure White (SP016)
* Any kind of solid white is possible.

